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Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 31/01/2009 :  14:03:02  

Interesting to hear this version of Dusty's Something Special
which preceded Dusty's own version.

http://modcentric.blogspot.com/2008/09/something-special.html

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 31/01/2009 :  16:09:57  

This is where Dusty changed the ground rules for female solo singers,
especially this side of the Atlantic. When you listen to this version and
compare it with Dusty's, it's so old fashioned in the way of the 50's
girl singers. Dusty's version is right in there with the girl group sound
that was coming out of America, definitely a case here where the
singer makes the song. Thanks Clive.

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

MissDustyFanatic
Where am I going?

USA
2606 Posts

Posted - 31/01/2009 :  21:39:23      

Oh wow...this is SO interesting. And I agree with Carole...it does sound
a bit dated, even from the 60s. Miss Dusty's sounds timeless. I wonder,
besides Madeline, have any other singers recorded any of her self-
written songs?

"I've got to be where my spirit can run free..."

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 04/02/2009 :  07:18:34  

Taylor, Francoise Hardy does a good version of Once Upon a Time in
French as C'est Le Passe

You can hear it here on this show, it is at 00:51:30

http://www.wfmu.org/playlists/shows/14963

MissDustyFanatic
Where am I going?

Posted - 04/02/2009 :  08:40:44      

Ooh, thanks Clive! I'll have to give it a good listen.
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USA
2606 Posts

"I've got to be where my spirit can run free..."

Graham
Little by little

United Kingdom
119 Posts

Posted - 04/02/2009 :  09:53:12  

Richard Anthony covered Something Special..I have it somewhere he
also did Al Fronte Di amore and a n english version with different lyrics
to dusty as well as covering IOWTBWY,AISIY,YDHTSYLM.

I will upload when I GET BACK TO uk ..currently nursing abroken ankle
in Bansko Bulgaria wher I planned my first ski on snow only to slip on
icy steps ay my apartment here on the first day so I am well
plastered!!!

Oh was playing Dusty cd here and a young Bulgarian friend recognised
her as someone very famous and when I said it was Dusty he knew
who she was!!

MissDustyFanatic
Where am I going?

USA
2606 Posts

Posted - 04/02/2009 :  10:09:15      

Yay Graham-spreading the Dusty word in Bulgaria! Hope your ankle
heals soon though, that sounds like a right awful thing to have happen
on your first day of holiday.

"I've got to be where my spirit can run free..."
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